Adding a twin shuttle upgrade allows the operator to unload and
load materials while a cycle is pressing. It also negates heat platen idle
time while the operator prepares the table. Production is maximized with
no additional labor cost. This shuttle is solid aluminum, holding any heavy
or rigid imprintable products as well as fabrics without concern.
For almost double the productivity per single
operator, the Digital Combo Twin Shuttle
Attachment is an unbeatable value. The Twin
Attachment will also work with the DC16AP
Air Operated press, for an automatic, twin
station small footprint production solution.

The DC16AP is an automatic air operated multipurpose swing
away press. It uses the same exact frame and interchangeable design as the
manual Digital Combo press. It has the same multipurpose functionality,
but is a push-button air operated automatic press.
For users who desire the tabletop footprint of the Digital
Combo, and need its versatility, but desire a more productive
automatic pressing and automatic release action, the DC16AP
is the perfect machine. This press is also used heavily for large
quantity small label application, with the smaller
6”x8” label press head and bottom tables. All
attachments used on the manual Digital Combo
press including the Mug, Cap, Plate, Tile, Cube,
Twin-Shuttle, and even bottom heat are fully
compatible with the Air Operated Automatic
Digital Combo press.

The 394 Shuttle Press is a high production, industrial factory
grade twin station heat transfer press. Available in platen sizes
of 16”x20” and 20”x25”, the 394 Shuttle Press removes operator
inefﬁciency and pressing delays with its automatic pressing
system, twin shuttle table assembly and low maintenance
industrial design.
Coupled with the Digital Knight control and a solid steel
structure, the 394 provides extended dependable service in highdemand, constant production environments. The 394 exerts up to
12,000 pounds of force, the capacity necessary for Embossing.
The extra high wattage heater will keep up with any heat demand,
ensuring no heat recovery concerns.
394-TS
16”x20”
394-MTS 20”x25”

220V-3600W-16A
220V-4500W-16A
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Dimensions (both):

48”W x 32”D x 51”H - 700 lbs

